Jianjun Zhang, MD, PhD, Hematology/Oncology Fellow, UT MD Anderson Cancer Center

Abstract: Intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH) of lung adenocarcinomas defined by multi-region whole exome sequencing (WES) (No. 11032)

Category/Type: Tumor biology/ Poster Highlights

Monday June 2, 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM (S405); 11:30 AM to 12:45 PM (S406)

Helen Chow, MD, Hematology/Oncology Fellow, UC Davis Comprehensive Cancer Center

Mentor: Dr. Chong-xian Pan (CAHON Member), UC Davis Comprehensive Cancer Center

Abstract: Everolimus plus bicalutamide in men with castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC): Final results of a phase II trial (No. 5028)

Category/Type: GU (Prostate) Cancer/ Poster Highlights

Sat, May 31, 1:15pm to 4:15pm (E345b); 4:45pm to 6pm (E Arie Crown Theater)

Joanne Wing Yan Chiu, MD, Clinical Research Fellow, Drug Development Program, Department of Medical Oncology and Hematology, Princess Margaret Cancer, Toronto, Canada

Abstract: Molecular profiling of patients with advanced colorectal cancer (CRC): Princess Margaret Cancer Centre experience (No. 3572)

Category/Type: Gastrointestinal (Colorectal) Cancer/ General Poster

Saturday May 31, 8:00 AM to 11:45 AM (S Hall A2)
Wenzhao Zhong, MD, PhD, Associate Professor, Guangdong Lung Cancer Institute Guangdong General Hospital

Abstract: Phase II study of biomarker guided neo-adjuvant treatment strategy for IIIA-N2 non-small cell lung cancer based on EGFR mutation status. (No. 7572)

Category/Type: Lung Cancer/ General Poster

Saturday May 31, 1:15 PM to 5:00 PM (S Hall A2)

__________________________________________________________

Jieer Ying, MD, Physician, Medical Oncology, Zhejiang Cancer Hospital, Hangzhou, China

Abstract: Detection of CDH1 gene variant in early-onset diffuse gastric cancer in Chinese patients (No. e15079)

Category/Type: Esophageal or Gastric Cancer/ E pub

__________________________________________________________

Shuhang Wang, MD, Fellow, Medical Oncology, Peking University Cancer Hospital, China

Abstract: Parallel detections of multi-driver genes in plasma DNA for patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). (No. e19113)

Category/Type: Lung Cancer/ E pub

__________________________________________________________

Hongyang Lu, MD, Physician, Medical Oncology, Zhejiang cancer hospital, China

Abstract: EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, PTEN and PIK3CA mutation in plasma of small cell lung cancer patients (No. e18552)

Category/Type: Small Cell Lung Cancer/ E pub

Young Investigator Award Selection Committee:

Chair: Cynthia Ma, CAHON Director of Education and Communications

Members: Tianhong Li, Delong Liu, Weijing Sun, and Ruirong Yuan

International Advisory member: Yi-long Wu